Many of us have been places where the sunrays caress our skins and the simple drip of a faucet creates pools of crystal water. To many, moments like these tell the story about the beauty that we see through our eyes. Photography illuminates the world and records that one moment in time. The Pulse Magazine has taken those moments and spread it throughout its pages.

Suffolk University’s illustrious campus and Bostonian surroundings make for the many wonders that have attracted millions of visitors to our city. Whether it’s the peaceful snowy scenery of winter’s splendor or the bustling and bright lights of our busy metropolis, these are moments that many years from now, we will look back on and remember about our time here at Suffolk University. This is a year in photos.

This year’s edition is special. It puts together the art of photography and graphic design that supersedes last year’s edition. As Editor, I’d like to remind you that this edition has been put together with care and consideration for all the different departments and organizations that make Suffolk University unique. Now, with the help of this photography magazine, we present to you a wonderful and truly memorable year in photos.

- Fatima Litim
The Pulse Magazine
Editor
I'd like to thank all of the folks who helped put this year's show together. Thank you.

- Kenneth Kiyama
- Christian McGuffie
- Mark Fleming
- Alan Auger
- Ming Laosonthern
- Janelin Melendez
- Mark Cassidy
- Kento Takahashi
- Vanessa Thiesfeld
- Adura Abimbola
  - Linh Tran
  - Erica Webb

**Staff**
- Lisa Santaniello
- Alana Liebenthal

**Departments**
- Theatre Department
- Performing Arts Office
- Student Leadership & Involvement
- Athletics Department
- SOULS Office
- Diversity Services
- Student Government Association

Thanks to all those I missed and to the student clubs & organizations who lent a hand throughout the year!

Special thanks to Kate Bauer and the Student Leadership and Involvement Office for making this possible.
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